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1. Philosophical Foundations and History of Psychology 
1.1 What is history? (lec 1.1) 

− Psychology = the scientific study of mental processes, brain, and behavior and the 
relations b/w them 

o Mind: indiv sensations, perceptions, mems, thoughts, dreams, emotions & 
all subjective experiences 

o Brain: mental activity resulting from biological processes 
o Behavior: a wide variety of actions by men (& anima) that can be observed 

Psychology = about general rules, not indiv cases 
− Know principles, laws of mind, brain & behavior to understand problematic cases. 

Psychology allows us to describe, understand, predict and control behaviour 
− Need to gain insight in: 

o the mental states thru: experiments, observations, tests 
o the role of genes and environment: twin studies, nature vs. nurture 
o a brain in action: neuro-imaging, electrophysiological measurements 

 
Why study history? 
= To discuss & analyse past ideas, people & events in terms of the present 
− e.g. Berlin Wall = diff. records of history, WWI (great war) only called after WWI 
− Need to know how a field developed – what they did & why? Their mistakes and 

why a field developed in a certain direction  often related to “Zeitgeist” = spirit 
or mood of the times (beliefs atm) 

 
Where does the history of psychology start? 
− Wilhelm Wundt = 1st psych lab in Leipzig in 1879 (Start scientific psychology)  

how does our mind work? 
− Trepanation = 6500 BC in France  making a hole into the human skull  

wanted to know how our mind/brain works 
− Egypt: heart = seat of the soul (≠ brain)  heart stayed in body, brain discarded 
Edwin Smith Papyrus = disprove heart was the seat of the soul 
− About head wounds of soldiers  brain lesions = distal symptoms 
− LHS of brain controls RHS of body (v/v) 
− Brain = speech & touching brain = epileptic seizures 
− Specific functions are localized in the brain 
 

1.2 Thinking about brain functions (lec 2.1) 
− Cerebral localization 
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− Discovery of the ventricles (Herophilus of Chalcedon, ≑ 300BC) = lateral 

ventricle (L&R, #1 & #2), 3rd in center, 4th disc later  gave rise to 3 cell doctrine 
− 3-Cell Theory/Doctrine (Leo da Vinci) 

o Cell 1; collection of info from senses 
o Cell 2; cognition/thinking 
o Cell 3; mem 

− Phrenology: study of shape & size of cranium 2 indicate 
character & mental abilities 

o Franz Josef Gall, Spurzheim (1800) 
o Find the ‘bumps’ 
o Lavery Electric Automatic Phrenometer (≠ 1967) 

− Jean Pierre Flourens (1820)  tested Gall’s ideas of localization by lesions in 
living animals: 

o  cerebral hemisphere → ≠ perception & judgment 
o  cerebellum → ≠ motor coordination 
o  brain stem → die (autonomic functions) 

− Phineas Gage (1848)  Iron rod thru frontal lobe = personality change 
− Intermezzo (instrument): Lobotomy  scarping it back & forth in brain (f.l.) 
 
− Paul Broca (1860) = Broca’s area 

o “Tan” → ≠ speak but  understand: BULLOCKS! 
(Frustrating) 

− Karl Wernicke (1870) = Wernicke’s area 
o  speak but ≠ understand (speech didn’t make 

sense = gibberish)  WRONG  
 
Plasticity = brain’s ability to move functions from a damaged 
area of the brain to other undamaged areas 
− E.g. 7yo had RHS (dominant hemisphere w/ lang centres & motor control for LHS 

body) skull removed @ 3  LHS took over  recovered 
 

1.3 How do we gain knowledge? (lec 3.1) 
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− Nature: knowledge is present at birth VS. Nurture: you learn from environment 
− Nativism: born vs. Empiricism: experience 
− Rationalism: sees a role for ‘reasoning’ as a source to gain knowledge ≠ 

experience, emotions, religious beliefs etc.  thinking & reasoning: it is in the 
brain but we have to get it out 

 
− Body vs Mind (or both) 

o Materialism (Monism): only the body; everything is physical & ‘mind’ = 
explained/reduced to biology (reductionism) e.g. Ludwig “you are what 
you eat.”  

o Subjective idealism/Immaterialism (Monism): reality only exists in the 
mind  physical world = irrelevant as only exists when perceived e.g. 
George Berkeley “to be is to be perceived. Objects cannot exist w/o being 
perceived” 

o Interactionism (Dualism): both mind & body exist, need to talk to each 
other e.g. Descartes = nativist (most Europeans) “I think ∴ I am” & 
Emmanuel Kant “the human mind knows objects: it is innate!” 

− William Molyneux’s (1688) Q to John Locke  when see blind man recognize 
objects felt b4:  

 
− Tabula Rasa = blank slate: born w/o knowledge & ideas = Aristotle 

o Aristotle = empiricist  knowledge thru ‘perception’  
o Plato (teacher 4 ↑) = nativist = rationalism  perception is not always the 

right world “the senses cannot give us the ‘right information’ i.e. can’t be 
only perception ∴  RATIO (Δ) e.g. shadow play  

o John Locke = British empiricist (1632-1704)  all knowledge is delivered 
by our senses, so experience is derived from perception “Nothing is in the 
mind, which was not first in the senses.” (nurture) 

 
Innate behaviour (Nativism) 
− Baby hanging on clothes line, rooting reflex  was the knowledge already there 

or did the baby learn it? 
− Otter eating clams with a rock  was he taught or was it innate? What would be a 

suitable, ethical experiment?  
− Rene Descartes =  “I think ∴ I am”  skeptical about everything 
− Emmanuel Kant = “the human mind knows objects: it is innate!” 
 
Modern Nativist thinking by Chomsky 
− Noam Chomsky (1928 – now): “Language is an innate faculty of the human 

mind”  MIT Cambridge (Boston)  nature 
− Language universals test: adopt a baby  there’s a critical/sensitive period (<5 & 

e.g. chickens follow something big) & critical period of language acquisition 
o Aveyron, Victor: boy in the woods 1799 brought up by wild animals  

could not speak  taken by Dr. Jean Marc Itard ≠ learn words 
o Genie: 1970 imprisoned 13 yo  didn’t develop grammar 

 
1.4 Important ideas in Psychology (lect. 5.1) 

 
Behaviorisms 
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− About learning: stimulus → response (observable) 
− Learning = process where experience alters future behaviour 

o Reinforcement – reward 
o Punishment 
o Individual differences (quicker learners ∴ more jail time?) 

− Animal research = easy: access & work with, no thoughts 
− Ivan Pavlov (Russia) (≈1890) = classic conditioning  dog drool 
− Edward Lee Thorndlike = operant conditioning  puzzle box cat w/ fish = time 

consum. 
− Burrhus Frederic Skinner (USA) = operant condition via machines = Skinner box 

o Barnabus (rat) 
− Watson (USA) = behaviour = product of past learning 

o little Albert & conditioned emo response  baby fear w/ toy & noise 
o Empiristis  
o Ethical aspects 

 
Psychodynamic theories 
− Sigmund Freud 
 
The Cognitive Revolution (1950-70) 

o Info theory (broadbent) 
o Human Problem Solver (Alan Newell & Herbert Simon) 
o Psycholinuistics (Chomsky) 
o Cognitive Psychology Neisser) 
o 7 +/-2 (Miller) 

− Main influences: 
o WWII = research human performance (Broadbent, Miller: info theory) 
o Development in computer science = artificial intelligence (Newell & 

Simon) 
o Development in linguistics (Chomsky) 
o Conference: 11th Sept 1956 = Neisser = Cognitive Psychology” book 

 
− Now (cog → behave → psychoanalytic) = cognitive neuroscience= cognition & 

mental processes 
MRI, EEG, PET 
 

1.5 History of modern Psychology (lec 4.1) 
B4 Wundt: Looking for laws in our mind – Weber & Fechner 
− Ernst Weber: 

o Weber’s law = the change in a stimulus that will be just noticeable is a 
constant ratio (5% - brick e.g.) of the original stimulus 

− Gustav Theodor Fechner 
o Father of psychophysics (study physical stimuli & mind) 
o Focus on sensory systems. “We are a product of evolution in a physical 

environment so, why shouldn’t our brain, as a product of this process, not 
obey physical rules?” 

 
What is science? And what is the idea behind experiments? 
− Problem of demarcation (what’s scientific & unscientific?) 
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